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Computer Games in Education Project

ContextContextContextContext

This document outlines the background to the Becta Computer Games in Education (CGE)

Project. It also provides reference to research and developments in the use of computer games

in education. This document has four sections:

1. Why are we undertaking this project?

2. Why the interest in games software?

3. Recent and ongoing developments in the software industry.

4. How will the Computer Games in Education Project examine and develop the use of games

software?

There are ways in which traditional educational software is constrained by its purpose and

ethos. The aim of such software is to provide information about curriculum subjects, and it may

be difficult to be able to engage the user beyond this educationally specific purpose.

Entertainment software does not have this constraint; indeed, one of its aims is to expand the

experience of the user in new and innovative ways if the software is to be commercially

successful. Therefore, entertainment software has had the space and the impetus to

experiment and test new areas of the user experience. Combined with the development in the

sophistication and data-handling capabilities of hardware, entertainment software can often

offer the user near-immersive experiences which are not time or subject bound:

“The ‘educational’ content [of educational software] tends to come at the expense of
the gameplay, and control is taken out of the hands of the player. Game buyers (as
opposed to concerned parents) are wary of edutainment.” (Leyland1)

The advantages that entertainment software has had in developing new user experiences can

be usefully examined for the educational opportunities that the games themselves offer, and

also can be investigated for the techniques which engage and develop the user’s experience.

The combination of engaging game play and an educational ethos could prove to be a

supportive and powerful learning tool.

To examine an entertainment title purely in terms of its success in engaging the user is not the

purpose of this project. What is relevant is to identify how and why a game engages the user,

and then to suggest ways that education could be served by this.

http://www.becta.org.uk/technology/software/curriculum/computergames/index.html
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Why are we undertaking this project?Why are we undertaking this project?Why are we undertaking this project?Why are we undertaking this project?

The revenues and fierce market of the entertainment software industry have led to the

development of significant technologies with the potential for far wider applications:

“…computer games have been at the forefront of recent major advances in hardware
and software in institutions as diverse as education, entertainment, government and
the military.” (IGaSP7)

The developments being led by the computer games market should be welcomed and used,

where appropriate, to enhance education. The demands in terms of skills that computer games

make of the user are becoming increasingly more complex. If these skills are relevant to

education, the opportunity should be taken to capitalise on the attention, motivation and

involvement of the user to make learning more relevant to the user’s activities – and perhaps

more enjoyable, too.

Becta’s Computer Games for Education Project was established with the aim of gathering

information about computer games. The purpose is to investigate what aspects of computer

games might benefit software designed for use in educational settings. The project is

undertaken in three areas:

1. A summary of research findings and literature in the field of computer games and

education

2. A research study to look at computer games in use in schools, to identify educational

applications of titles currently available, and to address the question of how aspects of

games software considered to be of value might be incorporated into educational software

3. Further research and dissemination of findings through the Becta web site and seminars

http://www.becta.org.uk/technology/software/curriculum/computergames/index.html
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Why the interest in games software?Why the interest in games software?Why the interest in games software?Why the interest in games software?

One of the biggest areas of growth for the ICT market over recent years has been in

entertainment software. In 1999/2000, the UK leisure software industry generated revenue

worth nearly £1 billion2. In the same year 38% of households had a home computer3, and with

hardware becoming cheaper this figure is set to increase. Therefore, it is likely that significant

amounts of leisure time may be spent using entertainment software. It is timely and important

to examine the opportunities for learning which may be offered in a growing leisure activity.

To ignore the educational potential of this area would increase the gap between home and

school use of ICT. Identifying and addressing areas where games software use might be

integrated into education could expand the learning experience of using ICT.

‘Entertainment software’ is a broad term covering such a wide range of software genres that

the entire range is often mistakenly dismissed as being about violence or of no real purpose. It

is true that much popular software would not be directly suitable for educational purposes due

to its violent themes or adult-oriented content. However, it is worth examining specific titles to

investigate their potential for education: Quake II, for example, is based in three dimensional

mazes, and beyond the content of the game is the software graphics engine which creates the

3D environment. This engine has been adapted for drama presentations and architectural

representations4. The educational software sector alone would have neither the resources nor

the impetus to develop such a graphics engine. Narrow profit margins in the education

software market tend to preclude the development or inclusion of representational methods.

Entertainment software has shown some convergence into areas which require the user to

develop their own understanding of a technology – for example, the use of flight simulators.

Titles such as Caesar III and Age of Empires operate within the context of ancient history and so

include factual information about that period. With the increase in processing power and

memory capabilities of new computers, there is an increasing demand for technically accurate

simulations involving situations that would normally be impossible for the user to experience in

real life. Genres such as real time strategy (RTS) can lead to the development of game play,

which demands that the user is able to test and develop strategies and reassess decisions.

Games such as Command and Conquer balance the immediate impact of a combat game with

the longevity of RTS.

Other games, such as the SimCity series, are superficially about achieving a high enough score

to progress to the next level. However, their true value and appeal lies in the opportunity for

simulated, open-ended city building. As the series has progressed, the complexity of

information, environmental influences and variables has led to something more akin to a fully

functioning city simulation with aspects of socio-economic planning that are relevant to the

real world.

http://www.becta.org.uk/technology/software/curriculum/computergames/index.html
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Artificial Intelligence (AI): because of user demands to have increasingly challenging and

intelligent opponents in games, AI is becoming highly refined. For curriculum subjects which

allow for some open-ended experimentation with social situations, AI could represent an ideal

way of allowing the safe exploration of challenging social situations. Black and White is such a

game, based on the physical and intellectual growth of a creature through environmental

interaction and the user’s intervention. The technology developed through this could enable a

new level of simulation:

“The creature has been given beliefs, desires and intentions that let it learn relatively
sophisticated concepts...the ability to discriminate [its actions] has already produced
some real surprises for testers and creators alike during development. In one situation,
there was a creature that kept losing a stone-throwing game to another creature. To
get revenge, the first creature heated a rock, planted it in the pile of stones to be
thrown and then fell on the floor laughing when its rival burned its hands. All this
happened without intervention from the player.” (BBC News6)

Whilst the vengeful actions of the creature in the game may not be suitable to present to

pupils, it does demonstrate a new level of AI sophistication. This could eventually be developed

to allow children to experience and experiment with social situations that would otherwise be

unsafe, yet receive a more realistic level of feedback and response from the AI than a

predefined set of responses would achieve. It may also increase understanding of responsible

action, as each interaction with the AI can produce more subtle and varied responses.

Higher machine specifications: the overriding need to produce faster processors, more hard

disk space and more fluid graphics hardware has all been driven primarily by consumer

demand. This has also led to the huge increase in the use of consoles such as the N64,

Dreamcast and PlayStation. Currently, the console remains predominantly an entertainment

system, with less flexibility in terms of memory and processing capabilities. However,

Dreamcast was the first console to be able to connect to the Internet in a limited way, with

PlayStation2 and Microsoft’s Xbox expected to have improved access in future. This may

eventually help to overcome the console’s hardware limitations by using web-based application

service providers (ASPs). An ASP could provide extra capabilities and accessible memory that

may eventually make consoles a credible and cheaper alternative to PCs.

Alongside the main hardware improvements is the development of a variety of peripherals,

such as joysticks, steering wheels and pedals, light guns and ‘force feedback’ joypads. The

primary aim of all of these peripherals is to immerse the user even further into the virtual world

of a game. In themselves, these peripherals are not directly educational. However, some types

may enable a better understanding of the control dynamics for certain technologies. In some

of the more sophisticated driving simulators, for example, it is possible to ‘tell’ when the virtual

car is not handling correctly via feedback from the steering wheel. This may then be corrected

by experimentation with camber settings, tracking, fuel weight ratios and so on.

By pushing forward the technology for user interface, the development of the universal serial

bus (USB) and more complex and subtle control devices may offer more possibilities for specific

interface devices for people with special needs or young children, for whom standard devices

http://www.becta.org.uk/technology/software/curriculum/computergames/index.html
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can be a hindrance. Scope for external devices such as robotics is also becoming more

generally accessible and mainstream, due to the development of more intuitive interfaces and

user-friendly robot construction kits7.

User defined scenarios: although the desire to go beyond what a game designer has

intentionally included in a product is nothing new (hacking, cheats and adaptations have

developed hand in hand with the technology), the opportunity for users to define their own

games is becoming more frequent. Games such as SimCity 3000 and the Age of Empires series

offer ‘scenario builder’ sections, which are supported by extensive documentation. Although

some technical knowledge may be an advantage where a programming language is needed to

set triggers and parameters, the designing of maps, placing of buildings and units, and even

the design of new structures, offers new opportunities for a standard game to be adapted for a

specific purpose. In the case of using a historical game like Age of Empires II in an educational

situation, a scenario could be defined in which pupils are guided into building a typical

Mediaeval village, with some supporting commentary to explain the relationships between

types of buildings or roles involved. A basic use such as this would certainly not replace the

need for more traditional teaching and learning. It may, however, be a useful illustrative tool to

support a classroom topic. Some commercial manufacturers are recognising the educational

potential of their entertainment products by providing notes for teachers, although because of

the intended marketplace (generally, pan-US/European) the notes are not curriculum specific8.

http://www.becta.org.uk/technology/software/curriculum/computergames/index.html
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Through the Computer Games in Education Project we hope to be able to explore some of the

issues and opportunities for education.

Our initial research involves providing a number of teachers with entertainment software that

has appropriate content for children and may have some educational relevance. The games

that are to be used by teachers will not simply be evaluated for their content, style and

classroom effectiveness. To do this would be to treat them as straightforward alternatives to

educational software, which they are not. Educational and entertainment software are

designed according to different criteria and for different purposes. As such, it would not be

useful to view the use of one or the other type in terms of competing educationally.

Instead, teachers will be asked to report on the usefulness of a particular product in terms of

criteria such as the ease of adaptation for school use and whether it can address certain skills

recognised by the National Curriculum. It is important not to use computer games simply for

the sake of their initial visual appeal or cultural attraction. The games must be able to add some

depth of interaction or illustrative qualities that are relevant to teaching and learning.

The above criteria may be difficult for many computer games to match completely. However,

the second role of the teachers’ software assessments will be to identify aspects of the games

that have potential to support teaching and learning. The actual demonstration of these

aspects in the games may not be immediately suitable for education, but it is important to

recognise the aspects, such as techniques for audience retention, that can be highlighted for

software developers and perhaps developed in other titles. It may also be the case that a

specific title is not as effective in the classroom as it might be, but there may be other titles in

the same genre that would be relevant (either by specific content or age range).

Once the case study data has been analysed, dialogue can be developed with educational and

entertainment software developers to disseminate the findings. We would also hope that work

of this kind may help to support discussions regarding what makes a good game that is

educational. New potential for software in schools, and how this might enable reflection on

how the use and perceptions of ICT in teaching and learning, could be informed and

developed. The development of consoles capable of connecting to the Internet may also offer

another avenue of enquiry.

Beyond the stated purpose and methods of this project, there are many other aspects that

would benefit from further evaluation and investigation. The results from the software

assessments by teachers can be expected to create further areas for investigation. An extended

investigation into the use of all the capabilities of scenario builders may provide a good

opportunity to examine how far user-defined scenarios could be taken and what techniques

work best when developing a game scenario that is to be embedded in lessons. The use of

simulations could be examined specifically, or perhaps the potential for the use of 3D software

engines to support interactive educational software. Another perspective might be taken on

the software user, their methods of interaction and expectations of delivery of education via

software. Although much of this research is currently beyond the scope of the CGE Project,

http://www.becta.org.uk/technology/software/curriculum/computergames/index.html
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there are many other sources of research in this area. Some suggestions are given at the end of

this document, for further reading.

http://www.becta.org.uk/technology/software/curriculum/computergames/index.html
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